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YOU WILL NEED

Brown Cardboard,
All different shades/textures!
(cereal boxes/packaging are good for this)
Black Card
Scissors
Glue stick
black pens

Step 1.
Choose the base of your
house. is your house tall and
crooked? A cosy bungalow?
or a mahoosive block of
flats? for scale we would
like our houses to be around
A4 size, bigger houses are
most welcome but
remember to think about
how your house will make
its way to our workshop!

Step 2.
Your house will need a roof.
Cut out a roof shape of your
choice and using your glue
stick attach it to your base.
Think about if your roof has
any chimneys.

Step 3.
To get in and out of your house
youwill need a door. You can cut out
a flat door shape and glue this
directly to your base.
Or you can make a door that opens!
Cut a rectangle 1 cm wider than
you want it. Fold approximately
1cm of the side of the shape over
and put glue on the small flap you
have created and hold down on the
base. when dry you have a door that
opens. (What surprises might be
behind your door? A person? A big
shaggy dog?) I put a rectangle of
card that matches my door size
behind my door so I hada blank
canvas to draw on

Step 4.
Windows. Now we will need some windows on our house. These can come
in all sorts of shapes and sizes. Think about the windows you might have
on your house. do they have windowsills? curtains? can you see anything
through them? I have cut out small squares in a different shade of
cardboard, over the top I have stuck 2 lines of black card to make
window panes. you could also make window shutters that open the same
way as we did with our door.

Step 5.
Extra decoration!
We now have a lovely
simple house.
Use your black pens, bits
of paper and card, and
your imagination to add
in detail and personality.

